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Abstract: In the field of job recruitment, a classic recommendation system consists of users, positions,
and user ratings on positions. Its key task is to predict the unknown rating data of users on positions
and then recommend positions that users are interested in. However, traditional recommendation
methods only rely on user rating data for jobs and provide recommendation services for recruiters
and candidates through simple information matching. This simple recommendation strategy not only
causes a lot of information waste but also cannot effectively utilize the multi-source heterogeneous
data information in the field of job recruitment. Therefore, this paper proposes a job recommendation
model based on users’ attention levels and tensor decomposition for specific recruitment positions.
This model puts forward assumptions based on browsing time for the special behaviors and habits
of users in the field of job recruitment, defines corresponding label values for different interactive
behaviors, and establishes a grading method based on the attention of job seekers, thus constructing
a three-dimensional tensor of “job seeker user-position-attention layered”. Then, a recommendation
model is constructed by decomposing the three-dimensional tensor. The effectiveness of the model is
verified by comparative experiments with other recommendation algorithms.

Keywords: job recommendation system; tensor decomposition; multi-source heterogeneous data;
user attention hierarchy

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the information age, the amount of data generated by
the Internet has increased dramatically [1–3]. When users are faced with these massive
amounts of data, it is difficult to quickly obtain useful information. Facing this problem,
the recommendation system can accurately recommend the information that the user is
interested in by discovering the user’s interest characteristics [4–6]. Today, recommendation
systems have profoundly affected our daily lives and are widely used in many fields: social
networking, e-shopping, movies, news, etc. [7–11]. Generally, recommender systems
recommend new items to users based on the rating behavior of similar users to existing
items. In the process, the system predicts the most suitable items for the user based on their
likes and dislikes.

At present, in the field of job recruitment, the problem of information overload also ex-
ists. Due to the increase in the number of college graduates year by year and the intensified
competition for social jobs, social employment pressure is increasing day by day. At the
same time, although many business units have invested a lot of manpower and material
resources in the recruitment process, the efficiency of recruiting desirable candidates is not
high. The root cause of this contradiction is that information overload makes it difficult for
both job seekers and recruiters to efficiently screen out useful information for themselves.
Recommendation techniques can provide these users with personalized recommendations
and make predictions that users are likely to adopt [12]. However, unlike platforms such as
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e-commerce and social media, job recruitment platforms have more serious data sparsity
and cold-start problems, which will affect the performance and effectiveness of recommen-
dations [13]. The data sparsity problem here is caused by the interaction between users
and enterprises, and the number of projects with common behaviors between users is rare.
In job recruitment platforms, the situation is aggravated because users have complex and
diverse professional backgrounds that are long-term stable, and the fields of companies
are independent of each other [14]. Therefore, obtaining more user behavior features from
users’ non-rating behaviors as the basis for user modeling has gained more and more
attention [15].

In general, recommendation methods recommend by predicting user preferences.
Therefore, a good recommendation method needs to understand each user’s past prefer-
ences and the reasons behind their preferences as well as interact with all users’ preferences
differently [16,17]. In the field of recruitment, the differences and similarities in browsing
behavior among different users can serve as important information to support preference
prediction [18]. For example, unlike traditional platforms such as e-commerce or online
movies, the behavior of job seekers on online job recruitment platforms when submitting
resumes does not necessarily result in recruitment by recruiting companies, and for job seek-
ers, job requirements need to be studied carefully. Therefore, job seekers need to read the
relevant recruitment materials before deciding whether to submit a resume. Based on this,
an important behavioral hypothesis can be made: job seekers will read relevant information
and materials more carefully for positions that are more in line with expectations.

At present, in addition to the traditional collaborative filtering-based methods, some
scholars use evaluation text [19], job applicant resumes [20], and user feature labels [13] to
analyze information to enhance personalized job recommendations. However, this content-
based method has data availability difficulties in the field of job recruitment: (1) When a
user submits a resume, there is a two-way selection link between the recruiting unit and the
user. After users submit their resumes on the platform, whether they actually participated
in the recruitment process and whether they were successfully hired is invisible from the
perspective of the platform, so it is difficult to judge the credibility of the comments left by
users [21]. (2) The sparsity of review texts: Although the content-based recommendation
method can overcome the sparsity of submitting resumes to a certain extent, the collection
of review texts in practice introduces new sparse data. Different from the “purchase-
evaluation” in the e-commerce platform, the low cost of the key operation (click the button)
lead to users not having the habit of commenting on a recruiting unit every time they submit
a resume. Therefore, for a recruiting unit, its review text will be less than other fields, such
as e-commerce platforms, in terms of the overall number, per capita number of reviews, and
the number of review words [22,23]. (3) Insufficiency of the recommendation technology
based on the resume content: Although this method has made great progress in the
unstructured extraction and understanding of the semantics [24,25], it ignores preference
support on features. For example: Although a user will indicate in his or her resume what
kind of technology he or she has mastered, it will not indicate his (her) preference for
choosing a unit within the system or a unit outside the system.

In view of the above problems and opportunities, this paper uses the user’s browsing
time as the feature of the user’s attention expression and uses the browsing time behavior
as the third dimension of the “user-item” matrix to form a three-dimensional tensor and
constructs the score value through the interaction between the job-seeking user and the
recruiting unit. On the basis of the score tensor, the tensor of “user recruitment and position
browsing habits” is decomposed by the method based on Bayesian probability tensor
factorization (BPTF), so as to realize the recommendation. The contributions of this paper
mainly include the following two points:

(1) Aiming at the special behaviors and habits of users in the field of job recruitment, a
hypothesis based on browsing time is put forward, a grading method based on the
attention of job seekers is constructed, and the corresponding label values of different
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interactive behaviors are defined, so as to establish a three-dimensional tensor of “job
seeker user-position-attention layered”;

(2) The BPTF method is applied to the three-dimensional tensor to realize the user’s
rating prediction for unrated job samples and build a recommendation model by
classifying the predicted ratings.

The organizational structure of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces
the research status in the field of job recommendation; Section 3 introduces the model and
recommendation method; Section 4 gives the recommended experimental results based
on this method and the comparison results with other related models; Section 5 concludes
this paper.

2. Related Works

As the most common recommendation algorithm in recommendation systems, collab-
orative filtering methods are also widely used by researchers in the field of job recruitment.
Zhang et al. [26] designed and implemented a set of online job recommendation systems
based on a collaborative filtering algorithm. The system is applied in the field of online job
hunting for students and uses an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm. When calcu-
lating the similarity between jobs, it not only analyzes resumes and job information but
also considers the positions that students like and the weight of co-applicants. Yi et al. [27]
proposed an item-based collaborative filtering job recommendation algorithm. This method
calculates the weight of historical posts and the similarity weight of user resumes and
combines job descriptions and resume information to recommend jobs. Compared with
recommendation systems in other fields, the problem of data cold start also exists in the
field of job recruitment. Since the general collaborative filtering algorithm cannot effectively
solve the cold-start problem, some scholars propose using text content-based methods to
overcome this problem. Guo et al. [28] proposed a content-based analysis framework for
job search recommendation, which utilizes content information to mine various character-
istics of job seekers for recommendation. Malherbe et al. [29] first divided text data into
three categories in their research: job requirements, job categories, and job-seeking user
profiles. Then these text contents are formalized, and the most relevant information and
fields are dynamically identified for feature selection. Finally, job recommendation and
profile matching in the social network environment are realized through the similarity of
related fields.

In the field of job recruitment, although collaborative filtering and content-based
recommendation methods have achieved some results, there are still some shortcomings in
using a single traditional recommendation method. Therefore, some scholars have applied
the hybrid recommendation model to the field of job recruitment and achieved some better
results. Lu et al. [30] proposed a hybrid recommender system for job recruitment websites.
The system utilizes information about positions and job-seeking users, as well as user
behavior information, to generate directed graphs, weighted graphs, and multi-relational
graphs for modeling. De et al. [31] argue that specific domains require expert algorithms
with domain knowledge to recommend jobs that match people’s expertise and interests. In
order to better predict users’ favorite jobs, the researcher adopts a hybrid recommendation
method combining content-based and KNN methods. The method combines the two
algorithms to quickly generate recommendation models with appropriate evaluation scores.
Although these methods have achieved certain results, they only analyze resumes and
job information. If the resume information is not detailed enough or the user-position
information cannot match, it is difficult to recommend a suitable position.

In recent years, with the widespread application of deep learning methods, some
scholars have also used deep learning methods in the field of job recruitment to improve
the performance of recommendation models. Benabderrahmane et al. [19] first used
Doc2Vec [32] to vectorize the text content of the recruitment text, then defined the time
series of clicks according to the order that the user has clicked, and then used the deep
recurrent neural network architecture to predict the future clicks in the candidate list.
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Le et al. [33], using an interpretable candidate–job matching method, combined with deep
interactive representation learning to automatically learn the interdependence between
resumes and job requirements, so as to recommend suitable jobs. Zhu et al. [34] proposed
an end-to-end data-driven model based on convolutional neural networks for matching
job seekers’ skills with job requirements. Qin et al. [35] proposed an end-to-end capability-
aware personnel post-fitting neural network model. The model uses a large amount of
historical user job application information and constructs four hierarchical capability-
aware attention strategies to measure the importance of different job requirements on
semantic representation. Although these studies have improved the performance of the
recommendation model to a certain extent, they still tend to analyze the text content of user
information and recruitment information and have not effectively utilized heterogeneous
data such as user browsing time. In a real recruitment platform, a large number of initial
job seekers may have only browsed some job information and have not yet performed the
delivery operation, which will lead to a data cold-start problem in job recommendations.

Based on the above domestic and foreign research status in the field of job recruitment,
in the face of the problem of data sparsity, the current recommendation research in the
field of job recruitment tends to obtain user behavior characteristics from users’ non-rating
behaviors, so as to carry out effective modeling. However, these studies have some data
analysis problems in this field. For example, it is difficult to determine the credibility
of user review texts, the overall number of review texts and the number of individual
words are less, it is difficult for resume information to reflect user preferences (attention to
college positions, more interest in government positions, and so on), and a large amount
of heterogeneous data is wasted, etc. So, in the field of job recruitment, how to construct
a model that can effectively predict user preferences in the face of data sparsity is still a
problem that needs extensive and in-depth research.

3. Methods

The model proposed in this paper uses the calculated user’s attention level for specific
job positions and historical user ratings to predict the ratings of jobs that users have not
encountered yet. The model involves two stages: (1) the acquisition and classification of
user attention and the rating tensor construction phase corresponding to the user; (2) the
user rating prediction and job recommendation phase based on tensor decomposition.

3.1. Acquisition and Grading of Job-Seeking Users’ Attention and Construction of User-Corresponding
Score Tensors

The resume delivery and recruitment process based on the online job recruitment
platform can be summarized as follows: For m job-seeking users and n recruiting positions
(recruitment items), suppose a job-seeking user ui (1 ≤ I ≤ m) is in the position of a job-
seeking user vj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) and pages were browsed p times, which were browsed for ti,j,k
seconds (1 ≤ k ≤ p) on a specific timestamp, and the recruitment item was delivered or
not (the act of submitting a resume). After the recruiting unit receives the resume, the
staff will browse all job candidate summaries and selectively click to view the detailed
resumes of job seekers who are interested in further contact. Then, if the staff of the
recruiting unit is satisfied with the job candidate, they will click to send an interview
invitation from the detailed resume page of the user. At this time, the user can choose
to accept the invitation or reject the invitation on his user control panel page. After that,
the job-seeking units will adopt their own methods to interview the job-seekers, which
are generally beyond the control of the system. Finally, the recruiting unit will archive
the hired user profile to the “hired” status. In order to ensure that this process can form a
closed-loop interaction, the user and the recruiting unit do not click on the operation for
a certain period of time as rejections. For example, if the unit does not click on the user’s
resume details or interview invitation within a given period of time, it is considered as a
prompt to reject the user’s operation.
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From the perspective of job seekers, the final expression of this process is shown in
Equation (1):

rijk = f
(
< ui, vj, tijk >

)
(1)

The triplet <ui, vj, ti,j,k> can be obtained through user actions. ri,j,k is the user’s rating
on a recruitment item defined in this paper, which is generated by the behavior of the
recruitment process:

r ∈ enumrate(action) = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (2)

The correspondence between action and score is as follows:

(1) ri,j,k = 1: user ui browsed the recruitment item vj but did not post the resume, and the
behavior sequence was <do not post the resume>;

(2) ri,j,k = 2: User ui browses the recruitment item vj and submits a resume, but the resume
is ignored by the recruiting unit. The behavior sequence is <submit the resume, ignore
the resume>;

(3) ri,j,k = 3: User ui browses the recruitment item vj, submits a resume, and the resume is
clicked by the recruiting unit to view details, but the recruiting unit does not issue an
interview invitation. The behavior sequence is <submit resume, view detailed resume,
no invite>;

(4) ri,j,k = 4: The user ui browsed the recruitment item vj, submitted a resume, and the
resume was clicked by the recruiting unit to view the details and send an interview
invitation, but in the end, the submitted file was not classified as “hired” status;
the behavior sequence is <send resume, view detailed resume, interview invitation,
not hired>;

(5) ri,j,k = 5: User ui browses the recruitment item vj, submits the resume, and the resume
is clicked by the recruiting unit to view the details, and an interview invitation is sent,
and finally the submitted file is classified as “hired” status; the behavior sequence is
<submit resume, view detailed resume, invite interview, hire>.

It can be seen that under the constraints of this definition, the higher the score value,
the more likely the user is to successfully join the job, and it also needs to go through more
behavior sequences. Under the framework of this definition, if only user ui and recruitment
item vj are used, then the case of ri,j,k = 2, 3, 4 can be obtained from the system log, but
it is difficult to obtain from the relationship between the user and the recruitment item.
Because these steps are proposed by the recruiting unit and have nothing to do with the
user’s explicit interaction. By introducing the browsing time ti,j,k of the user ui on the
recruitment item vj, an implicit connection between them can be established: the longer
the user stays on a recruitment item page, the more importance the user attaches to the
job. This implicit connection is also consistent with user browsing habits: users generally
spend more attention and energy on evaluating the possibility of being hired for their
favorite positions.

Simply using such continuous variables as dimension coordinates can lead to serious
tensor sparsity problems for the browsing time factor. Therefore, a method to divide
browsing time into fixed categories is needed to reduce data sparsity. The method of
obtaining the user’s browsing time is to build two timers on the recruitment item page.
The first timer starts counting when the user browses the recruitment information, and the
second timer resets to zero every time the user clicks or scrolls. When the page is closed,
the user clicks “Submit Resume”, or the second timer reaches the threshold, the first timer
stops counting, and the recorded time is the user’s browsing time. If the browsing time is
simply divided according to the time scale, the data distribution will be uneven, resulting
in a serious imbalance in the data under a certain category. Moreover, deliberately pursuing
the balance of data in each category will also lead to the loss of features in the obtained
user attention behavior.

Based on the above problems, this paper is inspired by the partitioning algorithm
used in the “Journal Partition Table of the Chinese Academy of Sciences Documentation
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and Information Center” issued by the Scientometrics Center of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences Documentation and Information Center and constructs the following user
attention classification method: browsing time records are sorted in descending order to
obtain a numerical sequence sp from high to low and then the top a% records are selected
as category 1 (Q1), and the value corresponding to the last record under this category is the
threshold of category 1 (thresholdQ1):

thresholdQ1 = spdq×a×0.01e (3)

The position of the element corresponding to the threshold in the sequence is recorded
as follows:

idxQ1 = dq× a× 0.01e (4)

Then the browsing time corresponding to the records except category 1 in sp is added
up to obtain the total cumulative browsing time s:

s =
q

∑
i=dq×a×0.01e

spi (5)

Assuming that a total of w attention-level categories are defined, the definition of
category 2 to category w− 1 is as follows: starting from the position of spdq×a×0.01e, the
elements in sp are accumulated, and when the accumulated value is greater than or equal
to S/(w− 1), the element value is the threshold of the partition, that is,

thresholdQx = spy, when
y

∑
i=idxx−1

spi > s/(w− 1) (6)

idxQx = y (7)

After obtaining v− 1 thresholds, all values can be divided into v categories according
to the thresholds. This division method has the following advantages: First, for very few
high-browsing behaviors, special classifications can be constructed to mark them to avoid
interference. Second, for the rest of the classification, the longer the browsing time, the
more detailed the division.

Through this division, we can construct scoring tensors about users, recruiting items,
and browsing attention levels, whose scores are shown in Equation (8):

rijk = f
(
< ui, vj, ak >

)
(8)

where ak is a specific attention level. In addition, in order to avoid ambiguity caused by
the same user scoring multiple times at the same browsing level, this paper adopts the
method of averaging and rounding up the multiple ratings. To summarize, the process of
constructing scoring tensors requires generating attention levels that occupied the most
computational time complexity. Thus, the time complexity of this part is O(ijk), where i is
the number of job-seeking users, j is the number of recruitment information, and k is the
times the job seekers have viewed the recruitment page.

3.2. Prediction and Recommendation of Job Scores Based on BPTF

In recent years, some scholars have used tensor decomposition methods for recommen-
dation research [36–38]. The theoretical basis of three-dimensional tensor decomposition
comes from the decomposition of two-dimensional matrices. The matrix factorization (MF)
and probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) utilize users’ historical ratings on items to
predict unknown and missing user ratings, considering user ui rating of item vi as Ri,j.
The rating matrix R ∈ RM×N is a sparse matrix, which represents the partial ratings of M
users on N items. At this time, the task of matrix decomposition is to rely on these existing
ratings to predict unknown ratings.
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The PMF model learns by maximizing the posterior probability of the latent matrices
U and V, which is equivalent to minimizing the decomposition error of the sum of squares
using a quadratic regularizer [39]. Although PMF is one of the very famous collaborative
filtering-based methods, it still has some limitations. For example, PMF assumes that user
vectors and item vectors are independent and equally distributed and does not consider
users’ different browsing habits and implicit factors that are not caused by users but affect
the scoring results [40]. This paper focuses on improving the accuracy of the user’s predic-
tion of recruitment alternatives and ultimately improving personalized recommendations
by extending the PMF model to include the user’s different browsing habits and attention
characteristics focused on different recruitment items.

In order to extend the PMF model to tensor decomposition and consider the effect
of the user’s attention level when browsing recruitment items, this section introduces the
attention-level feature proposed in the previous subsection as an additional factor. The user
ui gives the rating Ri,j,k to the recruitment item vj under the attention level ak. Therefore,
the original two-dimensional matrix of ratings can be expanded into a three-dimensional
tensor R ∈ RM×N×K, whose three dimensions correspond to users, recruiting items, and
attention-level categories, and the sizes are M, N, and K, respectively. The inner product of
these three related factors can be expressed as follows:

Rk
i,j =

D

∑
d=1

UdiVdj Adk (9)

where D is the total number of ratings by users Ui on recruitment items Vj, Rk
i,j is user

Ui rating on recruitment item Vj, and Ak is the additional factor of attention level. This
matrix decomposition means that users’ ratings of items are characterized by three factors,
namely, user preferences (matrix U), item features (matrix V), and attention levels of users’
browsing behavior (matrix A). This means that the scores in this tensor not only depend on
the similarity between user preference habits and recruitment items but also depend on
the different attention levels of the same user. Tensor factorization is achieved by using
Candecomp/Parafic (CP) to decompose the vector representations (i.e., the rows in the
matrix) of job-seeking users, recruiting items, and attention-level matrices to compute the
best approximation of the scores. The product of tensors is expressed as Equation (10):

R ≈
r

∑
i=1

ui ⊗ vi ⊗ ai (10)

where R is the tensor of user ratings, ui ∈ RM, vi ∈ RN and ai ∈ RK represent the i row
vector of U, V, and A respectively, and ⊗ is the outer product of the vectors. Under this
definition, the following example is used to explain the above calculation: When two A
and B with similar job selection preferences face a similar job, A carefully read the relevant
content of the recruitment and carefully thought about his suitability for the job and the
possibility of being hired. However, due to various reasons, B hastily read and made a
decision whether to submit his resume or not. At this point, even if the two have made the
same decision to submit their resumes, the subsequent scores are likely to be quite different
due to the differences in their pre-evaluation. This reflects the hypothesis put forward in
this paper: job-seeking users will read relevant information and materials more carefully
for jobs that meet their expectations more closely. Therefore, this paper uses the browsing
attention levels of job-seeking users to predict missing scores. To summarize, the time
complexity of the tensor factorization is O(MNK), where M is the number of job seeker
users, N is the number of recruitment information, and K is the number of attention levels.

4. Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the user attention tensor factorization (UATF)
method proposed in this chapter and evaluate the effect of introducing attention levels
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on the original PMF model, this section conducts relevant experiments and compares
the relevant results, comparison, and analysis. Specifically, this section introduces the
construction of the datasets used in the experiments, experimental setup and preprocessing,
control model selection, evaluation metric selection, and experimental results.

4.1. Experiment Setting

In order to obtain more realistic and accurate experimental results, this article obtained
experimental data from the online job recruitment platform ‘rezhao’. The platform is
a job-seeking recruitment system integrating job posting, resume delivery, job search,
bookmarking, and subscription developed by a technology company in Beijing. When
users register to use the job recruitment platform, they have agreed that personal data can
be used for scientific research after desensitization. Therefore, it is feasible to experiment
with the desensitized job recruitment data. In order to ensure the relative density of the
data, the experiment selected the relevant data of the 2018 recruitment. By removing
job-seeking users with less than five browsing records and suspected robot crawlers [41,42],
a total of 335 job-seeking users were selected for the experiment, and a total of 6582 ratings
were given to 2796 recruitment items. In the experiment, 80% of the data was randomly
selected as the training set, and the rest was used as the test set for verification.

4.2. Performance Measurement and Comparative Experimental Design

Since the essence of UATF is a score prediction model, this chapter selects the general
performance metrics of score prediction, mean square error (MSE), and mean absolute error
(MAE) as the evaluation indicators of this experiment and comparative experiments. The
calculation methods of MSE and MAE are shown in Equations (11) and (12):

MSE =
1
m

m

∑
i
(yi −

∧
yi)

2
(11)

MAE =
1
m

m

∑
i

∣∣∣yi −
∧
yi

∣∣∣ (12)

where
∧
yi is the predicted value, and yi is the actual score value (label) in the test set.

In addition to the measurement of rating prediction, users’ ratings can also be divided
into two evaluation types by setting a threshold: positive and negative. In this paper,
considering the situation that the unit may not file in time after hiring employees, this
paper defines the threshold for distinguishing positive and negative reviews as when the
score is greater than or equal to four (the corresponding user has an interview opportunity
but not considering whether its status is finally classified as “Hired”) this score is “Positive”
and “Bad” for the rest (when the score is less than or equal to three). In this case, the
recommendation problem can be viewed as a binary classification problem and thus can be
measured using the corresponding precision, recall, and F1-score:

Precision =
tp(

tp + fp
) (13)

Recall =
tp

(tp + fn)
(14)

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall
(Precision + Recall)

(15)

The tp is the record that the recommendation model predicts to be positive and the
actual score is also positive, fp indicates the record that the recommendation model predicts
to be positive but is actually negative (Type I error), and fn is the record that the model
predicts to be negative but is actually positive (Type II errors). Therefore, the precision rate
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here can also be understood as the precision rate of the model and the recall rate can be
understood as the recall rate of the model.

In the comparative experiment, this paper selects the following models as the compar-
ative model of the experiment:

Collaborative filtering model (CF): As a classic model in the recommendation model,
the collaborative filtering model recommends the same item to similar users or recommends
similar items to the same user by calculating the similarity between users or the similarity
between recommended items. In the comparison experiment, this paper chooses the
implementation of Item CF [43].

Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [44]: As an important theoretical source of
the method proposed in this paper, PMF is based on regularized matrix factorization and
introduces a probability model for further optimization. Assuming that the feature matrices
of user U and item V are both subject to a normal distribution, PMF obtains the feature
matrices of U and V through the known values of the rating matrix and then uses the
feature matrix to predict the unknown values in the rating matrix.

SVD++ [45]: SVD++ is an improved algorithm based on matrix singular value decom-
position (SVD). SVD++ introduces an implicit feedback mechanism based on SVD, using
the user’s historical browsing data, user historical rating data, item historical browsing
data, and item historical rating data as new parameters to participate in training.

Long short-term memory network (LSTM) [46]: Different from collaborative filtering-
based methods, content-based recommendation methods focus on the text information left
by users. This method uses the pre-trained Chinese word2vec model to obtain the word
embedding expression of the comment text and constructs a layer of bidirectional long short-
term memory network (long short-term memory, LSTM) [47] for classification training.

RTTF [48]: The RTTF model is a text similarity decomposition model proposed by
Chambua et al., in 2018. The mechanism of its recommendation is to use the similarity of
the text as the third similar item besides the user and the recommended item, and pass CP
decomposes the method of recommendation, so as to realize the hybrid recommendation
based on content and collaboration.

Domain lexicon (DL): The above methods are all based on machine learning-based
methods. In the field of knowledge-based methods, Lin et al. [49] use the method of word
similarity to build a sentiment lexicon in the field of job recruitment based on the above
review information.

4.3. Experimental Results

The experiment is mainly divided into two parts; the first part is the score prediction
part. The model proposed in this paper and the comparison model are first trained on the
training set, and then the scores of each record in the test set are predicted and compared
with the real scores and finally measured with MAE and MSE as indicators. The score
prediction performance comparison of each model on the test set is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance comparison of each model on the test set (score prediction).

Methods MAE MSE

Item CF 1.258 2.212
PMF 1.067 1.737

SVD++ 0.903 1.485
LSTM 1.365 2.334
RTTF 0.923 1.751

DL 0.935 1.795
UATF 0.893 1.462

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, when the rating prediction is
classified into two categories, positive and negative, the task of the model can be understood
as whether an item should be recommended to the user and whether the user finally adopts
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the item. The performance of each recommendation model on the test set is shown in
Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that the model proposed in this paper has achieved the
best results in the comparison.

Table 2. Performance comparison of each model on the test set (item recommendation).

Methods Precision Recall F1

Item CF 0.412 0.363 0.386
PMF 0.473 0.377 0.42

SVD++ 0.559 0.414 0.476
LSTM 0.406 0.332 0.365
RTTF 0.524 0.379 0.44

DL 0.508 0.422 0.461
UATF 0.568 0.419 0.482

The above results are also shown in Figures 1 and 2 in the form of comparative
graphs. In summary, it can be seen from the results that the model proposed in this paper
surpasses the comparison model in all indicators in the two tasks of rating prediction and
item recommendation.
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4.4. Discussion

Based on the above results, in order to evaluate the validity of the model and the
reliability of the experiment, further analysis and discussion should be conducted on the
following contents:

In the experimental results, neither the content-based recommendation method (LSTM)
nor the content-related hybrid recommendation method (RTTF) performed well on some
general datasets. According to a retrospective analysis of the data, an important reason
for its significant performance drop lies in the sparsity of the review data. This kind of
sparsity can be regarded as two parts: the sparseness of comment data quantity and the
sparseness of comment language expression. First, content-based recommendation needs
to rely on review text. In reality, unlike e-commerce platforms where user reviews are part
of the tight process of product purchases, the recruitment process of users on online job
recruitment platforms is often much longer than the process of product purchases, and
there are complex and uncertain interactions between users and recruiting units. Therefore,
the willingness of users to comment has dropped significantly (Figure 3, the data comes
from the Amazon Book Category Dataset, the BIT Evaluation Database [49], and the data of
the rezhao platform used in this paper), resulting in a decrease in the number of comments.
In addition, when users are not willing to evaluate, they are more inclined to use short
text length and single language expression for evaluation. Although there are quite a few
meaningful comments, there are often still comments that are considered unconstructive.
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It is foreseeable that when users are required to provide comments by means of re-
wards or coercion, the problem of sparse language expression will be more serious (Figure 4
data comes from the Douban Movie Review Dataset [50], BIT Evaluation Dataset [49],
and rezhao platform dataset used in this paper). Therefore, the experiments in this paper
show to a certain extent that the use of content recommendation in the current recruitment
process does not make the recommendation system significantly benefit from problems
such as cold start or sparse scoring.
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In order to further confirm the effectiveness of the model and evaluate the impact of
different parameters and implementation details on performance, this paper further tests
the performance of the model on the test set by adjusting different parameters. First of all,
for the number of attention levels, the experiment compares the score prediction perfor-
mance of the model under the condition of different attention-level number settings from 1
to 10 layers, and the relevant results are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the model
achieves the best results when the number of attention levels is six. A reasonable guess for
this situation is that when the number of attention levels is too small, the model cannot
effectively distinguish different attentions, resulting in a decline in model performance;
and when there are too many attention levels, the score tensor will be too sparse and cause
serious problems, including the overfitting problem.
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Similarly, using different ui, vj, and ak vector lengths also has an impact on the per-
formance of the model. Figure 6 shows the comparison of MAE and MSE of the model
on the test set under different vector lengths ( length ∈ N|length = 5x, x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ).
Experiments show that the model performance reaches its best when the vector length
value is 20.
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The results in Figures 5 and 6 show that the essence of the impact of this parameter
setting is the adjustment between underfitting and overfitting of the model. When the
number of parameters decreases, the model cannot learn enough features due to the
insufficient number of parameters, resulting in insufficient model performance; when the
number of parameters is too large, the model cannot train so many parameters, resulting in
the insufficient generalization of unseen samples.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a job search recommendation model based on the BPTF
approach. The model trains the vectorized expressions of job-seeking users, recruiting
items, and attention levels through tensor decomposition of past user behaviors, and it
predicts other non-appearing ratings through the outer product. By using a BPTF-based
rating prediction model for course recommendation, our proposed method can effectively
exploit the heterogeneous data in the recruitment field to mine the special preferences of
job seekers and can solve the problem of sparse comment texts and job seeker recruitment
information mismatch in existing job recommendation methods. Experiments show that
our model has achieved better results than traditional methods on evaluation indicators
MSE, MAE, Precision, Recall, and F1. The recommendation effect of traditional methods is
not ideal when faced with problems such as the scarcity of texts and the lack of constructive
comments. Future work will include the following directions: First, there are still loopholes
in the process of collecting user browsing time. Some special cases (such as users going
to the toilet) cannot be distinguished from normal browsing. So, the user’s attention
capture should be further studied. Second, the experimental data is based on user data
from previous years. In the future, we can try to deploy the model on a smaller real-
time recruitment platform for more research. Third, the job seekers in the experimental
data are mainly college students. Whether the model is also applicable to a broader user
group requires further research and confirmation. Finally, in the field of job search and
recruitment recommendation, the future trend should be to use the heterogeneous data
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in the recruitment platform to mine the potential demand characteristics of users in real
time and online. Therefore, our research is in line with this direction of development and
deserves further research.
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